
COVID Compassion Campaign still going, if cobbled 

Here are the latest best mechanisms for release due to covid. It is 12 pages in all and I will be sending in 

letters and doing a 200 copy newsletter to spread the word= In the letters and newsl. all but the first 

form will be 2 in one to save space and #2 and # 3 have no forms, they are just instructions.  

Please send FFUP names of people who you think should get this- those vulnerable who might not now 

get the newsletter- I will concentrate on sending this list via bulk mailing ( minimum 200, at 18 cents a 

copy)to those most needing it .A regular news filled FFUP Bridge of Voices will come out later, again a 

limited version but a 200 I can do them often. 

What’s here 

1)Pages 1-6 is the newest mechanism, from the public Defenders Office.They have been taking letters 

from prisoners at different PD offices around the state, some help some don’t , Now we have the form 

and you can apply directly to your sentencing court. This the current judge decides I believe. 

2) Pages 7-9 is the current state of Executive 31, for old law prisoners. The criteria are broad and laat in 

chain of deciders is parole chairman. This has taken years to get recognized. The warden edcides if you 

are parole eligible and can give recommendation. Make sure , if you try this, that John Tate, Parole chari 

does get your applications.  

3) This is the latest from the DOC and I believe a direct result of pressure formour campaign. Evers will 

not owve but will direct the DOC to move. For those over 60 this is good, For those with medical 

conditions, We have in the pat found it impossible to get a physician in the DOC to sign an affidavit as to 

a condition warranting release- hope that has changed .  

All three are worth a try.  
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Statutes for PAC 1.08973.01  Bifurcated sentence of imprisonment and extended supervision. (1)  Bifurcated sentence required. Except as provided in sub. (3), whenever a court sentences a person to imprisonment in the Wisconsin state prisons for a felony committed on or after December 31, 1999, or a misdemeanor committed on or after February 1, 2003, the court shall impose a bifurcated sentence under this section. (2) Structure of bifurcated sentences. A bifurcated sentence is a sentence that consists of a term of confinement in prison followed by a term of extended supervision under s. 302.113. The total length of a bifurcated sentence equals the length of the term of confinement in prison plus the length of the term of extended supervision. An order imposing a bifurcated sentence under this section shall comply with all of the following: (a) Total length of bifurcated sentence. Except as provided in par. (c), the total length of the bifurcated sentence may not exceed the maximum period of imprisonment specified in s. 939.50 (3), if the crime is a classified felony, or the maximum term of imprisonment provided by statute for the crime, if the crime is not a classified felony, plus additional imprisonment authorized by any applicable penalty enhancement statutes. (b) Confinement portion of bifurcated sentence. The portion of the bifurcated sentence that imposes a term of confinement in prison may not be less than one year and, except as provided in par. (c), is subject to whichever of the following limits is applicable:Wisconsin Statutes 973.014  Sentence of life imprisonment; parole eligibility determination; extended supervision eligibility determinationTerms Used In Wisconsin Statutes 973.014  Except as provided in sub. (2), when a court sentences a person to life imprisonment for a crime committed on or after July 1, 1988, but before December 31, 1999, the court shall make a parole eligibility determination regarding the person and choose one of the following options:(a) The person is eligible for parole under s. 304.06 (1).(b) The person is eligible for parole on a date set by the court. Under this paragraph, the court may set any later date than that provided in s. 304.06 (1), but may not set a date that occurs before the earliest possible parole eligibility date as calculated under s. 304.06 (1).(c) The person is not eligible for parole. This paragraph applies only if the court sentences a person for a crime committed on or after August 31, 1995, but before December 31, 1999.(1g)(a) Except as provided in sub. (2), when a court sentences a person to life imprisonment for a crime committed on or after December 31, 1999, the court shall make an extended supervision eligibility date determination regarding the person and choose one of the following options:1. The person is eligible for release to extended supervision after serving 20 years.2. The person is eligible for release to extended supervision on a date set by the court. Under this subdivision, the court may set any later date than that provided in subd. 1., but may not set a date that occurs before the earliest possible date under subd. 1.3. The person is not eligible for release to extended supervision.(b) When sentencing a person to life imprisonment under par. (a), the court shall inform the person of the provisions of s. 302.114 (3) and the procedure for petitioning under s. 302.114 (5) for release to extended supervision.(c) A person sentenced to life imprisonment under par. (a) is not eligible for release on parole.(2)When a court sentences a person to life imprisonment under s. 939.62 (2m) (c), the court shall provide that the sentence is without the possibility of parole or extended supervision.




